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Abstract
The presliding displacement and stiction properties of
friction models are investigated. It is found that existing
single-state-variablefrictionmodelspossesseither stictionor
preslidingdisplacement. Next,those modelswith continuous
states are interpreted as examples of Prandlt’s elasto-plastic
material model. A class of general one-state models is
derived that is stable, dissipative and exhibits both stiction
and presliding displacement.
1 Introduction
The question of appropriate friction models has been
raised many times; a survey cites 280 articles addressing is-
sues of friction modeling,control and applications [2]. Some
of the models most often used are the Coulomb+viscousfric-
tion model, and the Karnopp and LuGre models, which pro-
vide alternative tradeoffs amongst the desirable characteris-
tics of a friction model. Here we show that existing models
are unable torender both presliding displacement and stic-
tion, and present an enhancement which is able to capture
the advantages of existing models while providing a faithful
rendering of stiction.
1.1 Friction Dynamics
Restricting attention to friction in machines (dominated
by lubricated metal contacts) the frictional dynamics in-
clude Coulomb+viscous friction, static friction, the Stribeck
velocity-friction curve, frictional memory and rising static
friction [2].
1.1.1 Coulomb-Plus-Viscous Friction
The Coulomb+viscous friction model is commonly used
because of its simplicity, and may be written:
ff
￿ fC sgn
￿ v
￿
￿
￿ fvv
￿ (1)
where ff is the friction force, v the relative velocity of
two bodies in contact, fC the Coulomb friction level, and
fv the coefﬁcient of dynamic friction. The model is not
well suited for implementation because of the discontinuous
sgn
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ function. The discontinuity can be addressed by
modeling presliding displacement [4].
1.1.2 Presliding Displacement and Stiction
When a frictional contact is in static friction there may none
the less be relative motion. This arises with tangential com-
pliance and, because there is no true sliding, is called pres-
liding displacement. A friction model renders presliding dis-
placement if variations in applied force below the breakaway
force produce elastic deformation and movement. A friction
model renders static friction, or stiction, if, for applied forces
smaller than a breakaway force, there is no steady-state rela-
tive motion.
Dahl introduced presliding displacement into friction
modeling by incorporating tangential compliance [6]. The
LuGre friction model [5] is an extension of Dahl’s model,
the LuGre model can represent: Coulomb+viscous friction,
Stribeck friction curve, frictional memory, and rising static
friction. The LuGre model may be written:
ff
￿ s0z
￿ s1 ˙ z
￿ s2v
￿ si
￿ 0
￿ (2)
where z represents the state of strain in the frictional contact,
and s0 and s2 are Coulomb and viscous friction parameters;
and s1 provides damping for the tangential compliance. The
signal z
￿ t
￿ is governed by:
˙ z
￿ v
￿
1
￿
s0
fss
￿ v
￿
sgn
￿ v
￿ z
￿
￿
￿ (3)
where fss
￿ v
￿ represents the Stribeck curve, or steady-state
friction-velocity curve.
Throughpreslidingdisplacement, some motion is possible
even when a mechanism is stuck in static friction [3], so
1a careful deﬁnition of static friction is required. A formal
deﬁnition will be presented in section 2, here we informally
consider that a friction model possesses a true stiction phase
if thereexists a breakawayforce fba suchthat, foranyfriction
force ff
￿ t
￿ that satisﬁes:
￿
ff
￿ t
￿
￿
￿ fba
￿
￿ ¥
￿ t
￿ t1 (4)
then all motions correspond to elastic deformation and are
reversible. When the applied force is restored to its initial
value, the position comes, after a possible transient of
presliding displacement, to its initial value.
As seen in Table 1, models in common use render several
combinations of presliding displacement and stiction. The
classicCoulombfrictionmodel,liketheKarnoppmodel,ren-
ders stiction but makes no reference to presliding displace-
ment. Because of challenges posed by the discontinuity at
zero velocity, the Coulomb friction model is sometimes reg-
ularized [12], leading to a model renderingneither presliding
displacement nor stiction. The LuGre model renders pres-
liding displacement but not stiction; and the Elasto-Plastic
model,introducedhere,rendersbothpreslidingdisplacement
and stiction.
Stiction Presliding
Displace-
ment
Classic Coulomb and
Karnopp Models
Yes No
Regularized Coulomb No No
LuGre Model No Yes
Elasto-Plastic Model Yes Yes
Table 1: Comparison of four models of friction
x
Ff
Fa
M Mass: 
Figure 1: Simple mechanism simulated using four friction
models.
To illustrate the four cases of presliding displacement
and stiction, four simulations are presented in Figure 3.
These simulations were the done with the simple mechanism
illustrated in Figure 1 and with the applied force shown in
Figure 2. The simulated models are:
1. Coulomb friction, regularized by smoothing the discon-
tinuity at zero velocity (following [12]):
ff
￿ fCtanh
￿
v
v0
￿ (5)
with m
￿ 1
￿0 [kg], fC
￿ 1
￿0 [N], and v0
￿ 0
￿01 [m/s].
2. The Karnopp friction model [11], which introduces a
band around ˙ x
￿ 0 where stiction is directly enforcedby
setting the velocity state to zero. Dp
￿ 0
￿01 [m/s] (see
[11] for details).
3. The LuGre friction model [5], given by Eqn’s (2) and
(3); with parameters s0
￿ 100
￿ s1
￿ 2
￿0 and s2
￿ 0;
and the Stribeck friction curve given by:
fss
￿ v
￿
￿ fC
￿
￿ fba
￿ fC
￿ e
￿
￿
￿ v
￿ vs
￿
2
(6)
where fba
￿ 1
￿1 [N] is the breakaway force and vs
￿ 0
￿1
[m/s] is the characteristic velocity of the Stribeck curve
[2].
4. The ‘Elasto-Plastic’ model, given by Eqn (2) and with ˙ z
given by
˙ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
1
￿ a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
s0
fss
￿ ˙ x
￿
sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿ z
￿
i
￿
s0
fss
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ 0
￿ i
￿ Z (7)
where a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿ is used to achieve stiction. The
a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿ used for these simulations is given by:
a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
0
￿
z
￿
￿ zba
1
2sin
￿ p
z
￿
￿
￿
zmax
￿ zba
2
￿
zmax
￿ zba
￿
￿ 1
2 zba
￿
￿
z
￿
￿ zmax
1
￿
z
￿
￿
￿
zmax
(8)
Requirements on the choice of a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿ are developed in
Section 3.
The applied force of Figure 2 was chosen to challenge
the stiction capability of each model, the force ramps up
to cause break-away, and then returns to a level below that
of Coulomb friction. Additionally, an oscillation is present,
such as could be introduced by sensor noise or vibration.
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Figure 2: Applied force for the simulation of Figure 3
The response of frictionmodels 1-4 is seen in Figure 3 and
summarized in Table 1. Model 1 renders neither presliding
displacement nor stiction. The absence of stiction is seen
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Figure 3: Response of four friction models to the applied
force of Figure 2.
in the time interval from 2-10 seconds where steady drift
occurs.
Model 2, the Karnopp model, renders stiction but no pres-
liding displacement: during the interval from 2-10 seconds
there is no motion.
Model3,theLuGremodel[5],renderspreslidingdisplace-
ment,in theformoftheoscillatoryresponsetotheoscillatory
applied force, but does not render stiction. Rather, there is a
steadydrift in positionduringtheintervalfrom2-10seconds.
Model 4, the Elasto-Plastic model, renders both presliding
displacement and stiction. Presliding displacement is seen in
the oscillatory response to the oscillatory applied force, and
stiction is indicated by the absence of net motion during the
interval from 2-10 seconds. Model 4 shows the importance
of a careful deﬁnition of stiction: when time-varying forces
are applied, even if Fapplied is less than the break-away force,
presliding displacement gives rise to motion.
1.1.3 Additional Frictional Dynamics
The Stribeck curve describes friction as a function of steady-
state sliding velocity. A typical example is seen in ﬁgure
4. Individual consideration of Stribeck friction, frictional
memory and rising static friction is not the focus of this
paper. As with the LuGre model, Stribeck friction, frictional
memory and rising static friction are rendered by the Elasto-
Plastic friction model.
2 Internal State Models
Consider the class of friction models involving a single
state variable in which rigid body displacement x is decom-
˙ x
f x ss(˙)
fm
fC
Figure 4: Stribeck curve of steady-state friction force versus
rigid body velocity ˙ x. fm and fC correspond to the maximum
steady-state and Coulomb magnitudes of friction force, re-
spectively.
posed into its elastic and plastic (inelastic) componentsz and
w:
x
￿ z
￿ w
￿ (9)
Such “elasto-plastic” models were proposed by Prandlt to
represent the behavior of solids under stress [13], are applied
here to represent friction. Referring to Dahl’s model [6]
to Eqn’s (3) or (7), it is observed that distributing ˙ x and
integrating any of these equations over an interval of time
yields the form of Eqn (9).
The state variable z is taken to be the elastic (memory-
less) portion of the displacement while the implicit variable
w describes the plastic (history dependent)portionof the dis-
placement. It can be represented by the physical analogy
depicted in Figure 5. Here, the mass experiences a friction
forcedue to the deformation(andinherentdamping)of a sin-
gle lumped asperity contact. The state or motion history for
this class of models is completely embodied in the variable
z. The system input is rigid body velocity ˙ x and its output is
friction force ff.
lumped elastic asperity
sliding mass
ff > 0
x
w
z
Figure 5: Model of block subject to friction force showing
decomposition of displacement x into elastic and inelastic
components, z and w.
It should be noted that while the depicted system is only
a physical analogy, the decomposition of total tangential dis-
placement into elastic and plastic components is completely
general. In the following subsections we deﬁne stiction, pas-
sivity and other properties in terms of this decomposition.
Manyexistingstate variablemodelsﬁt withinthis framework
includingthe HaessigandFriedland,DahlandLuGremodels
[6, 8, 5].
32.1 Stiction
Stiction corresponds to the existence of a breakaway dis-
placement zba
￿ 0 such that for
￿
z
￿
￿ zba all motion of the
friction interface consists entirely of elastic displacements.
In this context, elastic displacement z correspondsto preslid-
ing displacement and plastic (inelastic) displacement w cor-
responds to sliding displacement. Thus, stiction can be de-
ﬁned formally in terms of plastic displacement w as follows.
Deﬁnition 1 A friction modelpossesses a true stiction phase
if there exists a breakaway displacement zba
￿ 0 such that
￿
z
￿ t
￿
￿
￿ zba implies ˙ w
￿ t
￿
￿ 0
￿
￿
￿ ˙ x
￿ R .
In solid mechanics, the stiction condition is analogous to
the existence of an elastic region on a material’s stress-strain
curve. The breakaway displacement can be related to the
strain experienced at the elastic limit, the stress at which
plastic yielding begins to occur [10].
2.2 Sticking and Sliding
Sticking and sliding can now be deﬁned in terms of rate
equations which follow directly from the deﬁnition of the
state variable z.
˙ x
￿ ˙ z
˙ w
￿ 0
￿
sticking—elastic displacement,
˙ x
￿ ˙ w
˙ z
￿ 0
￿
sliding—plastic displacement.
(10)
Combined sticking and sliding require a more careful de-
scription becausethere are actually three cases involved. The
governing rate equation, from (9), is given by:
˙ x
￿ ˙ z
￿ ˙ w (11)
Case 1: Transitions between sticking and sliding. Here
we have
sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ sgn
￿ ˙ w
￿
￿ sgn
￿ ˙ z
￿
￿ (12)
During the transition from sticking to sliding, the collection
of asperity contacts begins to deform plastically and shear.
They do not shear all at once, however; there is some ﬁnite
displacementoverwhichboththepreslidingandslipratesare
nonzero. The signed equalities constrain the rates of elastic
and plastic deformationto fall between the limits obtained in
the cases of pure sticking and steady-state sliding.
Case 2: Elastic relaxation due to the Stribeck effect.
The Stribeck curve, as depicted in Figure 4, indicates
that the steady-state friction force is a decreasing function
of velocity magnitude. Following an increase in velocity,
the elastic deformation must decrease, despite continued
sliding, to produce the smaller steady-state friction force.
The inequality
sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿
￿
￿ sgn
￿ ˙ z
￿
￿ (13)
will hold during the elastic relaxation.
If the friction model includes an elastic damping term,
such as s1˙ z in Eqn (2), the elastic damping can reverse the
direction of the friction force during relaxation—rendering
the model nondissipative [1]. This is seen in ﬁgure 6. We
call this the ‘Stribeck slingshot effect’ because the modeled
friction actually accelerates the mass forward, which, of
course, is a non-physical modeling artifact. The Stribeck
slingshot effect can be avoided by proper choice of model
parameters (see Eqn (19), below and [1]).
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Figure 6: Friction reversal arising with an internal state
friction model and Stribeck friction; LuGre model, system
of ﬁgure 1 with parameters M
￿ 1
￿ fC
￿ 1
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￿ 1
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￿ s0
￿
10000
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￿ 200
￿ s2
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Case 3: Elastic ‘super relaxation’ following motion re-
versal. Immediately following a reversal of velocity ˙ x, the
magnitude of the elastic deformation decreases. In the con-
text ofFigure5, the elastic asperitymustrelax beforestretch-
ing in the opposite direction. In friction models, the rate of
relaxation may exceed the rigid body velocity, giving
sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿
￿
￿ sgn
￿ ˙ w
￿
￿ (14)
We refer to this phenomenonas super relaxation.
Super relaxation appears to be a non-physical condition
for an inertialess contact model. Its consequence is that
during relaxation some elastic energy that otherwise would
be returned to the sliding mass is dissipated through sliding.
See [7] for further details.
2.3 State variable models in the literature
The equations describing the dynamics of the frictional state
variable, (7), and the friction force, (2), are repeated here for
4convenience.
˙ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
1
￿ a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
s0
fss
￿ ˙ x
￿
sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿ z
￿
i
￿
s0
fss
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ 0
￿ i
￿ Z
(15)
ff
￿ s0z
￿ s1 ˙ z
￿ s2 ˙ x
￿ si
￿ 0
￿ (16)
By the proper choice of model parameters si and function
a, these equations encompass a number of friction models
including those of Dahl [6], Haessig and Friedland [8] and
Canudas de Wit et al. [5]. In particular, the following
theorem states the conditions under which a model of this
form can exhibit stiction.
Theorem 1 A friction model described by (15)-(16) pos-
sesses a stiction phase if and only if there exists a zba
￿ 0
such that a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ 0,
￿ z
￿
￿
￿
￿
z
￿
￿ zba
￿ ,
￿ ˙ x
￿ R . This result is
independent of the integer exponent used in Dahl’s model.
Proof: Assume that the model possesses a stiction phase
and is sticking with ˙ z
￿ ˙ x. By (15) we must have:
a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿ sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿
￿s0
￿ fss
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ 0. Sinces0
￿ fss
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ 0,thisis true
if either z
￿ t
￿
￿
￿ 0 or a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿
￿ 0. But z
￿ t
￿
￿
￿ 0 contradicts the
assumed existence of a stiction phase. Thus, it must be true
that a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ 0
￿
￿
￿ z
￿
￿
￿
￿
z
￿
￿ zba
￿
￿
￿ ˙ x
￿ R .
Now assume that a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ 0
￿
￿ z
￿
￿
￿
￿
z
￿
￿ zba
￿
￿
￿ ˙ x
￿ R .
Clearly ˙ z
￿ ˙ x and ˙ w
￿ 0 for
￿
z
￿
￿ zba so that the model pos-
sesses a stiction phase.
These results can be used to evaluate the properties of
models ﬁtting the form of (15)-(16). For example, the LuGre
model satisﬁes the inequality
0
￿ a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
s0
fss
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ ¥ (17)
By the preceding theorem, we see that Dahl-like models
such as the LuGre model do not possess a stiction phase.
Thus, with the exception of a constant friction force, ff
￿ t
￿
￿
ff
￿ t0
￿
￿
￿
￿ t
￿
t0, any friction force history produces slip.
3 The Elasto-Plastic Model
In this section, we present a model of the formof (15)-(16)
that possesses the following properties:
1. The presliding displacement is bounded: If
￿
z
￿ 0
￿
￿
￿ zm
with zm
￿ fm
￿ s0
￿ 0 then
￿
z
￿ t
￿
￿
￿ zm
￿
￿ t
￿
0.
2. Super relaxation is precluded: 0
￿ dz
￿ dx
￿ 1 if no
Stribeck effect is modeled and
￿ ¥
￿ dz
￿ dx
￿ 1 other-
wise.
3. The model possesses a stiction phase: A breakaway
displacement zba
￿ 0 exists such that the model behaves
elastically for
￿
z
￿
￿ zba.
4. During sliding, the friction force opposes slip:
sgn
￿ ff
￿
￿ sgn
￿ ˙ w
￿
￿
￿ ˙ w
￿
￿ 0.
5. The model is dissipative for all ˙ x
￿
￿ 0.
To achieve these properties, we deﬁne the piecewise contin-
uous function a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿ as follows with
When sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ sgn
￿ z
￿ :
a
￿
z
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ 0
￿z
￿
￿
￿ zba
0
￿ a
￿ 1 zba
￿
￿
￿z
￿
￿
￿ zmax
￿
˙ x
￿
1
￿z
￿
￿
￿ zmax
￿
˙ x
￿
(18)
0
￿ zba
￿ zmax
￿
˙ x
￿
￿
￿
fss
￿
˙ x
￿
s0
￿
￿
￿ ˙ x
￿ R (19)
When sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿
￿
￿ sgn
￿ z
￿ :
a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ 0
Graphically, the function a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿ for sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ sgn
￿ z
￿ , has
thegeneralshapedepictedinFigure7. Thisfunctioncontrols
the rate of change of z with respect to x, as is apparent from
Eqn (15).
a( ) z
0 -zba zba -zmax zmax
1
Figure 7: Plot of a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿ for sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ sgn
￿ z
￿ .
We now provethat the modeldescribedby Eqn’s (15)-(16)
and (18)-(19) possesses properties 1-5.
Proofof Property1, Presliding Displacement is Bounded:
Following Canudas de Wit et al. [5], deﬁne the positive
deﬁnite Lyapunov function V
￿ z2
￿ 2 and evaluate its time
derivative using (15) and (18):
dV
dt
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿ 1
￿ a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
s0
fss
￿ ˙ x
￿ sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿ z
￿
!
 
￿
￿
￿
z
￿
￿
˙ x
￿
￿ a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
s0
fss
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿
z
￿
￿ sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿ sgn
￿ z
￿
￿ (20)
For
￿
z
￿
￿ fm
￿ s0
￿
fss
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ s0a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿ , the derivative is nega-
tive. Thuswe can concludethat the set W
￿
￿ z :
￿
z
￿
￿ fm
￿ s0
￿
is invariant with respect to (15), (18) and (19). All solutions
z
￿ t
￿ starting in W remain there. In the absence of the Stribeck
dependency, fss
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ fC, a constant.
5Proof of Property 2, Conditions for sticking and sliding
are satisﬁed: By Eqn (7) this property is equivalent to,
with no Stribeck effect:
0
￿ a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
s0
fss
￿ ˙ x
￿
sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ 1 (21)
And with Stribeck effect:
0
￿ a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
s0
fss
￿ ˙ x
￿
sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿ z
￿ fm
￿ fC
￿ ¥ (22)
The lower bound follows directly from (18). The upper
bound follows from Property 1, equations (18) and (19), and
Figure 4.
Proof of Property 3, Existence of a Stiction phase: The
existence of a stiction phase follows directly from (18) and
Theorem 1.
Proof of Property 4, Friction opposes slip: We will
present the case when a Stribeck effect is not present. The
additionalconditionsneededwhento assureProperty4 when
Stribeck friction is present are addressed in [1]. In either
case, we have sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ sgn
￿ ˙ w
￿ from Property 2 and (12).
We can therefore attempt to prove
sgn
￿ ff
￿ s0z
￿ s1 ˙ z
￿ s2 ˙ x
￿
￿ sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿
￿ ˙ w
￿
￿ 0
￿ (23)
Substituting (18) we obtain
sgn
￿ s0z
￿ s1 ˙ x
￿
1
￿ a
￿ z
￿ ˙ x
￿
s0
fC
sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿ z
￿
￿ s2 ˙ x
￿
￿ sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿
￿ ˙ w
￿
￿ 0
￿ (24)
By the inequality (21), it is clear that each term will
individually satisfy the equation if sgn
￿ z
￿
￿ sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿ . But if
sgn
￿ z
￿
￿
￿ sgn
￿ ˙ x
￿ then by (15)-(16), ˙ z
￿ ˙ x and the system is
sticking: ˙ w
￿ 0.
Proof of Property 5, The model is dissipative: For dissi-
pativity, we will consider the map ˙ x
￿
￿ ff, from rigid body
velocity to friction force. UsingV
￿ t
￿
￿ 1
￿ 2s0z2 as a positive
deﬁnite storage function, we write the input-output product
as
˙ xff
￿
￿ ˙ z
￿ ˙ w
￿
￿ s0z
￿ s1 ˙ z
￿
￿ s2 ˙ x2
￿ ˙ V
￿ s1 ˙ z2
￿ ˙ w ff
￿ s2 ˙ x2
￿ ˙ V
￿
￿ ˙ x
￿
￿ 0
￿ (25)
We can conclude that the map ˙ x
￿
￿ ff is dissipative for any
nonzero input. Note that each term in (25) has the units
of power. During sticking, the energy dissipation rate is
s1˙ x2, owing to asperity damping. During sliding, Property 4
assures us a positive rate of dissipation, ˙ wff.
4 Demonstrations of the Elasto-Plastic Model
Like the LuGre model the Elasto-Plastic model will qual-
itatively render Stribeck friction, frictional memory, rising
static friction, in addition to presliding displacement. Ad-
ditionally, stiction is rendered. Modeling of presliding dis-
placement and stiction are shown in ﬁgure 3. Modeling of
frictional memory is demonstrated in ﬁgure 8. This ﬁgure
was generated with the motion and model parameters used
by Canudas et al. [5] to illustrate the ability of the state-
variable friction model to render to the frictional memory
demonstrated experimentally by Hess and Soom [9].
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Elasto−Plastic Model, Demonstrating Frictional Memory
Figure 8: Friction during oscillatory motions at 3 frequen-
cies, frictional memory gives rise to the differing levels of
friction for acceleration and deceleration.
5 Conclusions
The state-variable friction models are desirable for many
applications because they avoid switch functions or disconti-
nuities. It has been seen, however, that modeling presliding
displacement and sliding in a single function gives rise to
subtle issues. These issues have been explored, and an inno-
vation is introduced which offers the advantages of a state-
variable frictionmodel, and renders both preslidingdisplace-
ment and static friction.
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